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Abstract—Despite quantum computing’s rapid develop-
ment, current systems remain limited in practical applica-
tions due to their limited qubit count and quality. Various
technologies, such as superconducting, trapped ions, and neu-
tral atom quantum computing technologies are progressing
towards a fault tolerant era, however they all face a diverse
set of challenges in scalability and control. Recent efforts
have focused on multi-node quantum systems that connect
multiple smaller quantum devices to execute larger circuits.
Future demonstrations hope to use quantum channels to
couple systems, however current demonstrations can lever-
age classical communication with circuit cutting techniques.
This involves cutting large circuits into smaller subcircuits
and reconstructing them post-execution. However, existing
cutting methods are hindered by lengthy search times as
the number of qubits and gates increases. Additionally, they
often fail to effectively utilize the resources of various
worker configurations in a multi-node system. To address
these challenges, we introduce FitCut, a novel approach that
transforms quantum circuits into weighted graphs and uti-
lizes a community-based, bottom-up approach to cut circuits
according to resource constraints, e.g., qubit counts, on each
worker. FitCut also includes a scheduling algorithm that
optimizes resource utilization across workers. Implemented
with Qiskit and evaluated extensively, FitCut significantly
outperforms the Qiskit Circuit Knitting Toolbox, reducing
time costs by factors ranging from 3 to 2000 and improving
resource utilization rates by up to 3.88 times on the worker
side, achieving a system-wide improvement of 2.86 times.

Index Terms—Circuit Cutting, Circuit Scheduling, Dis-
tributed Quantum Systems

I. Introduction

The potential of quantum-based computing systems con-

tinues to garner significant interest from both industry and

academia, with many eager to achieve quantum speedup

for different applications, such as innovations in quantum

machine learning [1]–[8], quantum search [9]–[12], quantum

chemistry [13]–[15] and quantum drug discovery [16]–[18]

and understanding of quantum systems through different

techniques, such as noise characterization [19]–[21] and

visualization [22]–[26]. Despite rapid advancements in quan-

tum computing, practical applications remain elusive due to

significant challenges [27]. Technologies like superconduct-

ing qubits [28], [29], trapped ions [30], [31], and photonic

circuits [32], [33] are in a race to develop a commercial

quantum computer, yet all face issues with qubit stability

and accessibility.

Motivated by the highly successful history of the classical

cloud industry, a multi-node and distributed quantum system

has been proposed [34]. This system aims to scale super-

conducting processors out by connecting multiple smaller

quantum machines via M2O transduced optical links, facili-

tating the execution of larger circuits, offering a promising

solution towards constructing large-scale distributed systems

without the challenges associated with large monolithic de-

vices. In resource-constrained quantum systems, each quan-

tum worker is equipped with a limited number of qubits.

Consequently, large circuits requiring more qubits than are

available on individual workers cannot be executed directly.

A quantum circuit can be represented as a Directed Acyclic

Graph (DAG), where each vertex corresponds to inputs,

outputs, or operations. These vertices are interconnected

by directed edges that symbolize the flow of qubits. A

large circuit, depicted by a DAG, can be pre-processed into

smaller subcircuits, or subgraphs, allowing them to fit within

the capacity of smaller quantum workers. Subsequently, the

results from these subcircuits can be post-processed to recon-

struct the algorithmic outcomes of the original circuit. There

are two types of quantum circuit cuttings, wire cut [35]–

[39] and gate cut [40]–[43]. A wire cut refers to cutting

along the ’wires’ of a quantum circuit. Wires in a quantum

circuit diagram represent the qubits over time, so a wire

cut effectively separates qubits used in different parts of the

computation. A gate cut focuses on cutting specific quantum

gates that connect different parts of a circuit.

These cutting methods, however, often encounter long

search times when identifying optimal cutting points in

quantum circuits. For instance, CutQC [36], a comprehensive

pipeline for circuit cutting and reconstruction, can take from

100 to 1000 seconds to process large circuits containing 50 or

more qubits. This is due to the fact that CutQC enumerates all

the potential cutting options and attempts to find an optimal

cutting point that minimizes the number of cuts. Moreover,

the existing literature generally overlooks constraints such

as qubit count on specific quantum machines. For instance,

authors in [37] aim to maximize sparsity by cutting circuits

into the smallest possible subcircuits. However, within a

specific quantum system, it is more advantageous for a circuit

to fully utilize the available quantum workers and maximize

qubit usage, rather than simply minimizing circuit size.
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Leveraging community-based clustering, we propose a

bottom-up approach, FitCut, that transforms a DAG into

a gate-based weighted graph. This graph is then clustered

into communities to maximize modularity. FitCut itera-

tively merges these communities while considering quantum

worker configurations, such as the varying number of avail-

able qubits. Ultimately, subcircuits are strategically scheduled

across the workers in the distributed quantum system, aiming

to maximize their qubit utilization rate. FitCut has been

extensively evaluated under both single-node and distributed

environments considering fidelity, runtime, and resource uti-

lization. We summarize the key contributions below.

• We propose FitCut that transforms a quantum circuit

into a gate-only-based graph representation. It employs

a community-based algorithm designed to efficiently

segment large circuits into smaller subcircuits while

adhering to qubit constraints.

• FitCut minimizes the number of cuts by merging com-

munities and dynamically adjusting to the resource con-

straints of quantum workers. Its scheduling algorithm is

tailored to distribute subcircuits in a way that maximizes

resource utilization across each worker.

• When compared to the Circuit Knitting Toolbox [44],

FitCut demonstrates significant performance enhance-

ments, reducing the time cost by factors ranging from 3

to 2000. Additionally, FitCut improves resource utiliza-

tion rates by up to 3.88 times per individual worker and

achieves a system-wide improvement of 2.86 times.

II. Related Works

Manufacturing a single monolithic quantum device

presents significantly greater challenges compared to build-

ing smaller machines with fewer qubits. More recently,

researchers have spent efforts to explore multi-node and

distributed quantum systems that connect multiple smaller

quantum machines. Utilizing such distributed systems re-

quires quantum circuit cutting, a technique that splits a large

quantum circuit into smaller sub-circuits. This technique

typically involves two types of cuts: wire cuts and gate cuts.

A gate cut aims to represent non-local gates using local

operations, eliminating the need for concurrent execution

of multiple qubits associated with the non-local gate. This

is often used to resolve gate dependency which represents

the requirement of qubits involved in the same multi-qubit

gate to be connected. The concept of quasiprobability de-

composition (QPD) and the analysis of sampling overhead

for multi-qubit gates was initially introduced by Mitarai et

al. in [42], [45]. Subsequent research efforts by Schmitt et

al. [46] and Piveteau et al. [47] have focused on optimizing

sampling overhead in this context.

A wire cut refers to cutting along the ‘wires’ of a quan-

tum circuit. It effectively separates qubits used in different

segments of the computation, allows for separate executions,

and utilizes classical computation to reconstruct the full

probability distribution. The theory behind wire cutting was

first proposed by Peng et al. [35] with tensor network

representations. Later, Tang et al. introduced CutQC, an end-

to-end hybrid approach to wire cutting, as described in [36].

Subsequently, this approach was integrated into the Qiskit

extension Circuit Knitting Toolbox. Several recent studies

[38], [39], [48]–[50] have explored various wire cutting

methodologies aimed at achieving optimal sampling overhead

under different scenarios. For instance, Lowe et al. [39]

introduced a modified wire cutting technique that leverages

randomly sampled measurement and state preparation to

reduce sampling overhead. Brenner et al. [48] investigated

the optimal sampling overhead in scenarios where classical

communication is enabled. Moreover, Harada et al. [49] and

Pednault et al. [50] demonstrated that optimal sampling

overhead can be attained without the need for ancilla qubits.

In practical implementations, determining the optimal cut-

ting points of an input quantum circuit is crucial, particu-

larly when dealing with large-scale circuits where manual

identification of such points becomes impractical. As part

of the CutQC pipeline, an automatic cut searcher has been

proposed [36], utilizing a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP)

model where all elements, including edges and vertices, are

represented as binary variables. CutQC aims to minimize

the number of cuts with a mathematical solver that finds

solutions adhering to hardware constraints. Its the search

algorithm guarantees a globally optimal solution by explor-

ing the entire solution space. Similarly, Brandhofer et al.

[37] proposed a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) model

employing a similar mechanism to find optimal partitioning,

considering both gate cut and wire cut. However, a major

drawback of these models lies in their factorial complexity,

which is directly related to the number of edges in the

DAG representation. Consequently, for deeper circuits with

a larger number of edges, the search time increases signifi-

cantly, posing a substantial limitation.

III. Background and Motivation

A quantum circuit, represented by a DAG, includes di-

rected edges with vertices that signify both qubits and

operations. Traditional graph-based methods such as the

Kernighan-Lin Algorithm (KL), K-cuts, and Louvain commu-

nities are adept at dividing large graphs into smaller sub-

graphs. However, these methods are generally unsuitable for

cutting quantum circuits since they could disrupt the opera-

tional flow within the DAG. Additionally, these algorithms

have specific optimization objectives and constraints that

may not align with the needs of quantum circuit partitioning.

For instance, the KL Algorithm is designed to minimize

edge cuts but is restricted to creating only two segments.

Moreover, cutting a quantum circuit must also account for

resource constraints like qubit counts, further complicating

the application of these traditional methods.

Inspired by [51], we employ a modularity-based commu-

nity detection algorithm as a preprocessing step to form

initial partitions. Modularity is a heuristic metric in our

setting, measuring the extent to which a graph can be

segmented into distinct communities. They are characterized
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Fig. 1: System Overview

by densely connected vertices within each community and

fewer connections between different communities. This ap-

proach helps in assessing the quality of initial partitions by

analyzing their community structure, thereby facilitating the

identification of significant divisions.

Given a weighted and undirected graph with a partition

[C1, C2, ..., Cn] where each vertex is assigned to one and

only one of the detected communities. Modularity is defined

as:

Q(P ) =
1

2m

∑
C

∑
i

∑
j

(
Aij −

kikj
2m

)
(1)

• vertices i and j are the vertices within community C ;

• Aij is the weight of the edge between vertices i and j;

• ki and kj are the degrees of vertices i and j respectively;

• m is the total weight of all edges in the graph.

Based on Equation 1, the modularity of each individual

community Ci can be calculated as:

QCi
=

∑
in

2m
−
(∑

tot

2m

)2

(2)

•
∑

in is the sum of edge weights between vertices within

the community c (each edge is considered twice);

•
∑

tot is the sum of all edge weights for vertices within

the community (including edges that link to other com-

munities).

The algorithm’s objective is to maximize the modularity so

that the communities are divided as sparsely as possible. It

is a two-phased algorithm that includes, greedy optimization

and agglomeration until the modularity score reaches a

plateau, indicating convergence to a stable partition of the

network. A generalized workflow can be summarized as 3

steps: (1) Initialization: each vertex is assigned to its own

community. (2) Greedy optimization: The vertices will be

randomly shuffled to decide the order of iteration. for each

vertex i, the change in modularity is calculated for removing

i from its own community and moving it into the community

of each neighbor j of i. Once the change in modularity ∆Q
has been computed for all communities {cj} that vertex i
is connected to, vertex i is placed into the community that

resulted in the greatest modularity increase. If no increase is

possible, vertex i remains in its original community. We re-

peat this process sequentially to all vertices until no increase

in modularity occurs. (3) Agglomeration: Each community

cj is reduced to a single vertex. Edges connecting vertices

from cj to other communities and likewise reduced to a single

weighted edge.

In the context of maximized modularity, each community is

structured to have a minimized number of vertices. While this

approach is effective for graph partitioning, it can lead to un-

derutilized resources in quantum circuit cutting scenarios. For

instance, on a quantum device equipped with 10 stable qubits,

without considering noises, it is more resource-efficient to

execute two 9-qubit circuits rather than six 4-qubit circuits,

as the latter significantly under-utilizes available qubits.

To address this issue, during each agglomeration phase of

our algorithm, we implement a predefined constraint, such as

a qubit limit, to determine when to stop the iteration rather

than solely focusing on maximizing modularity. This design

allows our algorithm to be adaptable to a cluster of quantum

machines with varying capacities. Our goal is to maximize

the utilization rate of quantum resources effectively, without

compromising the efficiency of circuit cuts.

IV. FitCut Solution Design

As discussed in Section III, the directional edges and dual-

typed vertices (qubits and gates) in a DAG make it unsuitable

for community-based algorithms. Therefore, we introduce

FitCut with a comprehensive suite of algorithms designed

to convert a DAG into a graph, partition a large quantum

circuit into smaller subcircuits while considering qubit limi-

tations and resource utilization, and efficiently schedule these

subcircuits across a cluster of quantum machines.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the FitCut system.

Initially, a large circuit is fed into the system manager,

which converts it into its DAG representation. This DAG
is then passed to our Graph Transformation module, where

it is converted into an undirected graph with two-qubit

gates represented as vertices. The Community Detection is

subsequently applied to this graph to maximize modularity

within the constraints of qubit limits. Meanwhile, the Fit-

Cut Optimization module merges communities to optimize

resource utilization based on specific qubit capacity on quan-

tum workers. The merged communities are then transformed

into subcircuits, which the FitCut Scheduler assigns to the

appropriate workers. After the execution, workers send the

results back to the manager, who reconstructs them to

produce the final outcome. In the following subsections, we

will detail the key modules and algorithms.
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A. Constrained DAG-Graph Weighted Transformation

A DAG-Graph transformation process is depicted in Fig-

ure 2, which illustrates the transformation of gates into ver-

tices and the computation of edge weights. The pink shaded

CNOT gate within the quantum circuit is interconnected with

other CNOT gates through three wires highlighted with red

X marks. This connection is also shown in DAG. This results

in the transformed vertex having a degree of 3. Additionally,

when two edges connect to another identical CNOT gate,

they combine into a weighted edge with a weight of 2.

Given a DAG representation, we first remove all one qubit

gates and convert it to a weighted graph Gw(V,E) with the

following variables and constraints:

V = {v1, ..., vn}

E = {(vi, vj) : vi, vj ∈ V }

1 ≤ Ki ≤ 4

0 ≤ Ai,j ≤ 2

• The vertices V represent two-qubit quantum gates in the

circuit.

• The edges E represents the circuit wires that connect

two-qubit gates.

• Having an edge between two vertices indicates that

these two gates share qubits. The weight of edge Ew

is the number of qubits two vertices shared with a max

number of 2.

• Ki represents the degree of vertices.

• A is the adjacency matrix and Aij is the weight of the

edge vi, vj .

During the partition search in our system, edges within the

graph are classified into two categories: Within-Subcircuit

(WS) edges and Between-Subcircuit (BS) edges. The total

weight of the BS edges directly correlates with the number

of cuts required, which is a critical measure in our problem

context. Our primary objective is to maximize the weight of

the WS edges while minimizing the weight of the BS edges,

all within the given constraints. The graph depicted in Figure

3 illustrates a 7x8 supremacy circuit after undergoing the

specified transformation. This graph effectively captures the

connections between gates within the circuit, providing a

clear visual representation of the circuit’s internal structure.

Fig. 3: The Graph Representation of 7× 8 Supremacy Circuit

B. Constrained Community Detection

Based on modularity, we develop a constrained community

detection method. At the end of each agglomeration phase,

we calculate the number of qubits in each community Ci

with the following constraints:

qCi = 2× |Ci| −
∑

vi,vj∈Ci

Aij (3)

qCi
≤ 1

2
max(QCW ) (4)

where community Ci is a set of vertices, and Aij represents

the weight of the edge that both endpoints are within the

community. Constraint (4) refers to the number of qubits

associated with each community that cannot exceed half of

the qubit capacity of the largest worker.

The community detection iteration terminates when the

constraint is violated. This limitation is critical because

merging two communities that each exceed half the worker’s

capacity would likely violate the qubit constraints, rendering

further improvements in cut reduction and utilization rate

unfeasible. Consequently, there is a fundamental trade-off

between the flexibility required for subsequent phases and

the complexity of the search process. Our goal is to finely

tune the granularity of the resulting communities to strike a

balance between these factors.

The community detection results for the 7× 8 supremacy

circuit example are shown in Figure 4a, where vertices

within the same community share identical color codes. The

highlighted community in Figure 4a is further detailed in

Figure 4b. This example demonstrates the internal structure

of a super vertex in the subsequent step.

C. FitCut Problem Formulation

Our goal is to minimize the sampling overhead

and provide an effective subcircuits scheduling,

which maximizes the system resource utilization rate

while adhering to resource constraints. Therefore,

the workers and their qubit capacities denoted as

W : {(W1, QCW1
), (W2, QCW2

), . . . , (Wm, QCWm
)} are

taken into consideration in next phase FitCut optimization.

The communities identified in the detection step serve

as the baseline partition. Each individual community now



(a) (b)

Fig. 4: (a) Constrained Community Detection and (b) Sub-

graph of one Community

represents the smallest unit to be merged together to form

a larger subcircuit while satisfying the resource constraints.

As the Within-Subcircuit (WS) edge weights do not influ-

ence the connectivity between subcircuits, all edges within

individual communities are omitted in this step. Conversely,

the Between-Subcircuit (BS) edge weights are crucial for

determining the number of cuts. Therefore, we agglomerate

each community into a single super vertex, with its weight

equal to the number of qubits associated that community.

The resulting edges between super vertices are potential BS

edges in our final partition. The merged graph Gm(SV, SE)
is characterized by the following variables:

SV = {sv1, ..., svn}

SE = {(svi, svj) : svi, svj ∈ SV }

SVW = {wtsv1 , ..., wtsvn}

SEW = {wt(svi,svj) : (svi, svj) ∈ SE}

P = {(P1, QCP1
), (P2, QCP2

), . . . , (Pn, QCPn
)}, Pi = [svi]

QCPi
=

∑
svi∈Pi

wtsvi −
∑

svi,svj∈Pi

wt(svi,svj)

QCPi <= max(QCWi)

• SV represents the set of super vertices.

• SE represents the weighted edges.

• SVW ,SEW are the corresponding weights of vertices

and edges, respectively. The vertex weight wtsv1 signi-

fies the number of qubits within each community, while

the edge weight wt(svi,svj) is equivalent to the number

of shared qubits between two super vertices.

• P represents a partition of Gm such that each super

vertex (sv) belongs to exactly one partition Pi. Each Pi

corresponds to a set of vertices representing a subcircuit

with QCP1
qubit numebr.

• QCPi
denotes the number of qubits for the subcircuit,

calculated as the sum of qubits of each super vertex

minus the sum of Within-Partition edge weights. The

imposed constraint is that QCVi does not surpass the

maximum qubit capacity of our system.

The merged graph from detected communities of the

supremacy circuit example 4a is shown in figure 5. Each

vertex in 5 is a super vertex svi labeled with corresponding

wtsvi . Each edge(svi, svj) is labeled with wt(svi,svj).
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Fig. 5: Merged Graph with SVWs and SEWs

Iteratively, FitCut evaluates the possibility of relocating

each vertex from its current community to a neighboring

community. Each relocation will result in an updated parti-

tion Pupdate.

Pupdate : {(P1, QCP1
), (P2, QCP2

), . . . , (Pn, QCPn
)}

W : {(W1, QCW1
), (W2, QCW2

), . . . , (Wm, QCWm
)}

With updated partition Pupdate and system configuration W ,

each worker Wi will be assigned with a list of subcircuits

{Pi, ...} by calling circuit scheduling algorithm 1. Based on

the resulting scheduling, our optimization process adheres

to a two-tiered objective function calculated by algorithm 2.

Primarily, FitCut aim to minimize the number of cuts in the

circuit, which is defined as:

Objnc =
∑
Pi∈P

(QCPi
)−QCinput (5)

This definition is valid because each cut introduces a new

initialization qubit in a subcircuit. Consequently, the total

number of extra qubits corresponds to the number of cuts.

In the event of a tie, the second objective is to prioritize

maximizing the system resource utilization rate, which is

defined as minimizing the idling resources during the exe-

cution of subcircuits. For each worker, Objru(Wi) calculate

the number of idling qubits associated with its assigned

subcircuit and sum them up across all workers.

Objru(Wi) =
∑

Pi∈Wi

(QCWi −QCPi) (6)

The iteration concludes when no actions are taken during

one complete round of iteration over all super vertices. The

entire process is detailed in Algorithm FitCut Optimization

3. The final partition result given by FitCut method is shown

in figure 6. With the worker capacity being 20-qubit for a 56-

qubit supermacy circuit, the result subcircuits are 20-qubit,

19-qubit, 17-qubit and 16-qubit quantum circuit.



Fig. 6: Final Partition by FitCut

In summary, FitCut aims to partition a weighted graph,

that represents a large quantum circuit, into smaller sub-

circuits that align with our worker configurations. It first

transforms an input circuit into a weighted graph as dipicted

in 2 and applied constrained community detection to ob-

tain a baseline community structure as in 4a. Subsequently,

a merged graph Gm is derived from the previous result

and used as input for FitCut Optimization Algorithm 3,

which takes the system configuration into account and aims

to minimize the sampling overhead of wire cutting while

maximizing the system resource utilization rate. During the

optimization process, two algorithms Weighted Closest-First

Circuit Scheduling 1 and two-tiered objective function 2 are

employed concurrently. The algorithms will be discussed in

the following subsection.

D. FitCut Algorithm Design

TABLE I: Notation Table

W = [(W1, QCW1
), . . . , (Wm, QCWm )] list of all workers, worker Wm has QCWm qubit

P = [(P1, QCP1
), . . . , (Pn, QCPn )] list of all partition, each partition Pn has QCPn qubit

A
a dictionary for subcircuits scheduling. Key is Wm, and

Value is a list of Pn assigned to Wm

FC(W )
Find the worker with the closest minimum capacity

QCWclosest
that exceeds the subcircuits with QCVi

WP
a list of all possible workers with the greater and equal

capacity than Wclosest

Max,Min
maximum and minimum number of subcircuits each worker

should be assigned

MO(Wi,Wj)
Moving function that for moving scheduled subcircuits from

worker Wi to worker Wj

Objnc, Objru
the objective function for qubit constraint and the objective

function for resource utilization

BO1, BO2 the current best value of two objective value

In this subsection, we discuss the algorithms in FitCut for

circuit scheduling, updating the objective function and opti-

mization.

1) Circuit Scheduling: Algorithm 1 illustrates the Weighted

Closest-First Circuit Scheduling, aiming to optimize resource

utilization on workers. The algorithm operates by assigning

each super vertexsvi(subcircuit), that is considered as parti-

tion Pi, to workers based on their qubit capacity, minimizing

idling qubits and maximizing system utilization. Algorithm 1

accepts two input lists: one containing the qubit numbers

of the workers configured in our system, and the other

containing the qubit numbers of the partition. It generates

a dictionary that maps each worker to a list of sched-

uled subcircuits. The input data comprises two lists: W

Algorithm 1 Weighted Closest-First Circuit Scheduling, CS

1: Input:

W = {(W1, QCW1
, ..., (Wm, QCWm

)}: workers

P = {(P1, QCP1
), . . . , (Pn, QCPn

)}: partition

2: Initialization:

A = {W1 : [ ],W2 : [ ], ...,Wm[ ]}: subcircuit scheduling

3: for all Pi ∈ V do
4: Wclosest = FC(W,Pi)
5: A[Wclosest]← Pi

6: sort(A, reverse = True, key = QCWi
)

7: for Wi ∈ A do
8: WP = [ ]
9: for all Wj ∈ A do

10: if QCWj
>= QCWi

then
11: WP ←Wj

12: Max = ceil(
∑

Wp∈WP |A[Wp]| / |WP |)
13: Min = Max− 1
14: sort(WP, key = QCWp)
15: for all Wp ∈WP do
16: while |Wi| > Max and WP < Min do
17: A←MO(Wi,Wp)
18: while |Wi| > Max and WP < Max do
19: A←MO(Wi,Wp)
20: return A

representing the qubit numbers of configured workers, and

P containing the qubit numbers of the partition (Line 1).

Next, the algorithm initializes a dictionary to store partition

scheduling (Line 2). Initially, each partition is scheduled to

the worker whose qubit capacity is closest to the partition’s

requirement (Lines 3-5). Next, it sorts all workers in A from

maximum to minimum by their respective qubit capacities

(QCWi
) (Line 6). For each worker containing scheduled

partition (Lines 7-19), an empty list WP is initialized to

track possible workers (Line 8). Then, it iterates over each

worker Wj with a capacity greater than or equal to QCWi

in WP (Lines 9-11). Maximization of system utility involves

calculating the maximum and minimum number of partition

each worker should handle, based on the total number of

partition in Wp and the number of workers in WP (Lines 12-

13) Meanwhile, it sorts all workers in WP from minimum to

maximum by their respective qubit capacities (QCWp ) (Line

14). The algorithm redistributes partition among workers to

balance the workload (Lines 15-19), starting by identifying

workers with minimal capacity that can accommodate a

given partition (Lines 16-17). It update A by function MO
that move one scheduled partition from worker Wi to worker

Wp (Line 17). Subsequently, the algorithm moves jobs from

the current worker to others in order to maximize the

number of jobs assigned (Lines 18-19). Upon completion,

the algorithm produces a dictionary indicating which job is

assigned to each worker (Line 20).

2) Objective Function: Algorithm 2 outlines our algorithm

for calculating the objective function. It aims to evaluate



Algorithm 2 Two-tiered Objective Function, OBJ

1: Input:

A: Subcircuits Scheduling

QCinput: number of qubits of input circuit

2: Initialization: Objnc = 0, Objru = 0
3: Objnc =

∑
Vi∈A(QCPi)−QCinput

4: for Wi in A do
5: diff =

∑
Vi∈A[Wi]

(QCWi
−QCPi

)
6: Objru += diff
7: return Objnc ,Objru

two key objectives. The first objective aims to minimize

the qubit constraint. The second objective aims to maximize

resource utilization by minimizing the sum of the differences

between each worker’s capability and the number of qubit

in the subcircuits assigned to that worker. The objective

function serves as a guidepost for determining the necessity

of proceeding to the next iteration.

The input data for this algorithm consists of a dictionary

named Circuit Scheduling A and number of qubits of input

circuit QCinput (Line 1). Subsequently, the algorithm initial-

izes two objective values, denoted as Objnc and Objru (Line

2). The first objective value (Lines 3) is computed by aggre-

gating the number of qubits across all partition minus the

input circuit’s qubit count. The second objective value (Lines

4-6) is determined by summing the disparities between the

number of qubit of each partition and the qubit capacities

of their respective assigned workers. Finally, the algorithm

returns these two objective values (Line 7).

3) FitCut Optimization: Algorithm 3 FitCut Optimization

aims to identify optimal cutting locations given a weight

graph representation of an input quantum circuit, with the

objective of minimizing the number of cuts and efficiently

distributing the workload among workers. The algorithm ac-

cepts the graph G and system configuration W as input (Line

1). During the initialization step, each vertex of the graph is

assigned to its own partition, denoted by P . Additionally, the

neighboring community CNbr to which at least one vertex

in the community is connected to pi is identified for each

vertex Pi (Line 2). This information is utilized as potential

target communities for subsequent iterations.

The algorithm proceeds by iterating through the vertices,

wherein it evaluates the objectives associated with the result-

ing list of subcircuits obtained by relocating each vertex to a

neighboring community (Lines 4-23). The termination criteria

is initially set in (Line 3). If no actions are taken during

one complete iteration through all vertices, the algorithm

will terminate. For each vertex, it initializes both objective

function values, Objnc ,Objru , to infinity (Line 7). Next,

a relocation from current partition to its neighboring com-

munities were considered (Line 8 - 10). This relocation will

form a new set of subcircuits Pupdate with its corresponding

number of qubits QCVi using equation 3 (Line 11). To

ensure hardware constraints are met, the algorithm checks

Algorithm 3 FitCut Optimization

1: Input:

Gm = [C(SV, SE)]: Graph

W = [(W1, QCW1
), . . . , (Wm, QCWm

)]: System Config-

uration

2: Initialize:

P = {[(P1, QCP1), . . . , (Pn, QCPn)], Pi = [svi]} : parti-

tion

CNbr = {p1 : [Pi, . . . ], . . . , pi : [Pj , . . . ]} Neighboring

Communities

3: Improvement is True
4: while Improvement do
5: Improvement is False
6: for Pi ∈ P do
7: BO1, BO2 = Inf, Inf
8: for pi in CNbr do
9: Pupdate = copy(P )

10: Pupdate[vi] = Vj

11: Pupdate : {(P1, QCP1
), . . . } ← QCPi

12: if max(QCPi
) < max(QCWi

) then
13: Aupdate ← CS(W,P )
14: Objnc ,Objru ← OBJ(A)
15: if Objnc < BO1 then
16: P = Pupdate

17: BO1, BO2 =Objnc ,Objru
18: Improvement is True
19: else if Objnc == BO1 then
20: if Objru < BO2 then
21: P = Pupdate

22: BO2 =Objru
23: Improvement is True
24: A← CS(P [Pi])
25: return P , A

whether the maximum number of qubits in any subcircuit

is less than the maximum qubit capacity of the workers

(Line 12). Consequently, the updated scheduling AUpdate is

obtained through circuit scheduling algorithm 1 (Line 13).

Subsequently, we evaluation this relocation by calculating the

objectives using algorithm 2. Using the two-tiered objective

function, the algorithm updates the communities under two

conditions: firstly, if the primary objective of reducing the

number of cuts is achieved or maintained, and secondly, if

the primary objective remains unchanged and the secondary

objective is minimized. Consequently, the partition is updated

accordingly and best objective value is recorded (Lines 15-23).

The boolean variable ”improvement” indicates whether any

action has been taken during a complete round of iteration

(Line 18,23). Ultimately, the algorithm scheduling subcircuit

represents the C[Vi] (Line 24), returns the final solution A
and C that consisting of multiple communities that have been

optimized for workload balance (Line 25).



E. Reconstruction

After obtaining the measurement result of subcircuits fol-

lowing execution on quantum workers, we can combine it to

reconstruct the probability distribution or Pauli observable of

our interest for input circuit. Based on the theory provided by

[35], in an ideal noise-free simulation, the results are expected

to be perfectly reconstructible. Along with experimental

findings in [36], executing subcircuits on a NISQ machine

and reconstructing them back to the input circuit leads

to improved fidelity. This enhancement is attributed to the

subcircuits being both smaller and shallower in comparison

to the uncut circuit.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our system with different

workloads and configurations.

A. Workload, Implementation and Experiment Settings

Workload: We evaluate FitCut system with following cir-

cuits in different settings. Adder circuit is a linear-depth

ripple-carry quantum addition circuit that performs addition

of quantum states [52]. It facilitates arithmetic operations

with quantum parallelism and leveraging quantum entangle-

ment. The adder quantum circuit requires an even number

of qubits because it can only add two quantum states of the

same width. Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) circuit solves hidden

binary strings encoded by secret functions using a single

query to the black-box oracle, demonstrating quantum advan-

tage of exponential speedup compared with classical methods

[53]. Hardware-efficient ansatz (HWEA) is a parameterized

quantum circuit architecture designed to efficiently represent

quantum states on near-term quantum devices. It aims to

minimize the number of gates and optimize gate connec-

tivity to enhance performance while considering hardware

constraints [54]. Supremacy circuit is a 2-D random circuit

example from [55] with dense probability output. It is used

by Google to demonstrate a quantum advantage in [56]. We

focused on near-square shapes, with two dimensions differing

by up to 2 qubits (e.g., 7×8), as they pose a more challenging

task to find cuts.

Implementation and Platform: We implement FitCut sys-

tem with the following software dependencies, Python 3.9,

IBM Qiskit 1.02, Circuit Knitting Toolbox 0.6.0, Networkx 3.3,

IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 22.1.1.0 The platform

we conduct our experiments is equipped with an AMD Ryzen

7 6800H processor running at 3.2 GHz.

Experiment Settings: We compare FitCut with the auto-

matic cut searcher for wire cutting in Qiskit Circuit Knitting

Toolbox (CKT) [44]. It operates by generating a Mixed-

Integer Programming model based on the DAG of the

input circuit. Subsequently, it utilizes a mathematical solver

(i.e., IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio) equipped with

multiple optimization techniques. The primary objective of

this cut searcher is to minimize the number of cuts.

To conduct experiments on runtime performance, We

executed the task of cutting the identical input circuit to

fit within the same qubits constraints on CKT and FitCut. It

is worth noting that CKT requires an additional input: the

pre-defined number of subcircuits. Without prior knowledge

regarding the optimal number of subcircuits for the final

solution, the number of subcircuits is provided as a list of

possible values starting from the lowest possible number of

subcircuits which is defined as:

arg min
Nsubcirc

QCworker ∗Nsubcirc ≥ QCinput +Nsubcirc − 1 (7)

where QCworker is the qubits constraint of workers, Nsubcirc

is the number of subcircuits, and QCinput is the number of

qubits of the input circuit. If no feasible solution under the

predefined number of subcircuits, CKT increases the number

of subcircuits by one and restarts the search process.

Furthermore, a runtime limit of 300 seconds has been

enforced by Qiskit CKT for each number of subcircuits value.

If the model has not completed the search space when the

time limit is reached, it will return the best solution found

within that timeframe. In complex cases, reaching the 300-

second limit may result in the model returning no solution.

This indicates that either there are no possible results within

the given constraints, or the model was unable to find a

solution within the allotted time.

B. Fidelity
As discussed in Section IV-E, FitCut employs the same

subcircuit reconstruction procedure as previously described

to obtain final results. Additionally, the transformation of a

DAG to a weighted graph and vice versa is reversible. Based

on our experiments, we observe that FitCut achieves the

same fidelity as the Qiskit CKT. This demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of FitCut. Due to page limit and to avoid redundancy

with prior works, we omit detailed fidelity comparisons.

C. Runtime
We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate the run-

time performance of our system, specifically focusing on the

cutting time cost. The performance is influenced by two main

factors: (1) the qubit count of input circuits and (2) the qubit

constraints on quantum workers. For instance, the Adder

circuit was tested in 13 variants with qubit counts ranging

from 20 to 80, increasing in increments of 6 qubits, while the

BV circuit had 10 variants with counts increasing from 30 to

120 in increments of 10 qubits. Besides, FitCut runs 50 times

for each experiment and record the average time cost.

Additionally, we assessed the impact of resource con-

straints on quantum workers, evaluating configurations with

15 and 20 qubits. Naturally, a lower qubit constraint leads to

a higher number of required subcircuits, impacting overall

system performance. Another underlying factor is the num-

ber of two-qubit gates in the input circuits. An increase in

the number of two-qubit gates results in a corresponding

increase in the number of nodes and edges in both DAG
and FitCut weighted graph. For instance, a 30-qubit Adder

circuit contains 239 nodes and 448 edges, whereas a 30-qubit

BV circuit comprises 29 nodes and 28 edges. Consequently,
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Fig. 8: Runtime comparison in worker with 20-qubit

the computational effort required for the CKT searcher to find

partitions for a 15-qubit worker is significantly higher for the

Adder circuit, taking approximately 4 seconds, compared to

approximately 0.2 seconds for the BV circuit.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, we present the runtime results

of FitCut and CKT. Besides lines, the red cross means

CKT API reaches its upper limit, 300 seconds, and fails to

return any solutions. Additionally, the numbers on top of the

blue lines present the order of improvements. It is evident

that FitCut significantly outperforms CKT across all test

scenarios by several orders of magnitude. For instance, under

a 15-qubit constraint, the runtimes for various Adder circuit

variants with FitCut are 0.05, 0.06, 0.12, 0.12, 0.15, 0.21, 0.32,

0.41, and 0.52 seconds, compared to CKT’s 3.61, 4.23, 12.58,

26.09, 300, 99.54, 86.92, 300, and 300 seconds. Remarkably,

FitCut improves runtime efficiency by 67x to 2000x. Notably,

CKT’s API has a runtime limit of 300 seconds; values reaching

this limit indicate the search has been terminated early and

if available, the best current solution will be returned. It’s

important to note that no global optimal solution is guaran-

teed in such cases. Specifically, FitCut outperforms CKT by

more than 2000x in the scenario involving a 50-qubit Adder

circuit under a 15-qubit worker constraint. This substantial

performance gain is achieved because FitCut optimizes the

search process by merging communities in consideration of

resource constraints, aiming to find a suboptimal solution

that maximizes resource utilization, rather than enumerating

all possible cutting points in the search space.

A consistent trend emerges across all tested experiments.

Specifically, CKT manages to return optimal solutions within

a reasonable timeframe when the input circuits are smaller,

attributable to their limited search spaces. For example,

with a 20-qubit constraint, the runtime for the smallest-

sized Adder, BV, HWEA, and Supremacy circuits is 0.22,

0.06, 0.33, and 0.81 seconds, respectively. In comparison,

FitCut significantly outperforms CKT, clocking in at 0.01,

TABLE II: Cut Numbers

circuit type
15-qubit Constraint 20-qubit Constraint

Qubit Count CKT FitCut Circuit Qubit CKT FitCut

Adder

20 2 2 30 2 2

30 4 4 40 4 4

40 6* 6 50 4 4

50 6 6 60 6 6

54 8* 8 70 6 6

60 NA 8 80 NA 8

BV

50 3 3 30 1 1

60 4 4 50 2 2

70 4 4 70 3 3

80 5 5 90 4 4

90 6* 6 110 5 5

100 7* [7,8] 120 6* 6

HWEA

20 2 2 30 2 2

30 4 4 40 4 4

40 6 [4,6] 50 4 4

50 6 [6,8] 60 6 6

60 8 [8,11] 70 6 [6,8]

70 10* [10,14] 80 8* [8,10]

Supremacy

20 4 [5,8] 24 4 2

30 8 [12,15] 30 5 [6,9]

36 11 [12,18] 42 10 [10,15]

42 13 [14,15] 56 15 [16,22]

49 21* [17,23] 63 20* [20,26]

56 25* [22,28] 72 27* [24,30]

Note:
#* : CKT terminates early due to time limit (300s)

NA : CKT can’t find result

0.02, 0.02, and 0.06 seconds respectively, yielding improve-

ments of 22x, 3x, 16.5x, and 13.5x. As the size of the input

circuits increases, FitCut demonstrates far greater stability

than CKT. For instance, as the BV circuit size expands from

30 to 120 qubits under a 20-qubit constraint, CKT’s runtime

escalates from 0.06 to 300 seconds (reaching the upper limit)

and fails to return a solution. Conversely, FitCut’s time cost

only increases from 0.02 to 0.94 seconds, merely 47 times,

and stays within a reasonable timeframe. This indicates that

while FitCut focuses on finding suboptimal solutions, it is

substantially more scalable than CKT.

Our study of the effects of different resource constraints

reveals that FitCut exhibits greater elasticity compared to

CKT. For instance, with the HWEA circuit when the input

size is 60 qubits, CKT’s runtime is 31.02 seconds under a 15-

qubit constraint and 5.65 seconds under a 20-qubit constraint,

yielding a 5.48x difference in performance. In contrast, Fit-

Cut records runtimes of 0.07 seconds and 0.04 seconds
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Fig. 9: Depth-based Resource Utilization in a 4-worker setting: 25, 25, 20, 15 qubits on W-1, W-2, W-3, W-4.

under the same constraints, showing a less pronounced 1.75x

difference. Additionally, for a 42-qubit Supremacy circuit,

the disparity in performance scales down to 5.14x for CKT

and 2.59x for FitCut, further demonstrating FitCut’s superior

adaptability to varying resource constraints.

D. Number of Cuts

CKT aims to minimize the number of cuts under a given

qubit constraint, while FitCut employs a two-tiered objec-

tive function designed to maximize utilization rates without

compromising cutting costs. As part of FitCut’s community-

based optimization strategy, FitCut avoids further dividing

nodes that are initially clustered into the same community.

Although this approach may result in a higher number of

cuts, providing a suboptimal solution, it significantly reduces

the search space. Table II displays the number of cuts under

various scenarios. We executed FitCut 50 times, recording

the range of cuts when multiple outcomes occurred. For

scenarios where CKT failed to return a solution within the

300-second limit, values are marked with a star (*).

From the data in Table II, it is evident that Adder variants

perform identically to CKT, both returning optimal solutions

in all completed scenarios. In complex cases such as 60-

qubit input circuits with a 15-qubit constraint and 80-qubit

input circuits with a 20-qubit constraint, CKT failed to

find feasible solutions within the allocated 300-second limit.

FitCut consistently achieves a minimal number of cuts

in all 50 experiments for Adder and BV. For Supremacy,

CKT hits the 300-second limit and returns the best current

solution for the 49-qubit and 56-qubit input circuits with a

15-qubit constraint. In these cases, FitCut achieves fewer

number of cuts with 800X to 1000X speedup. For HWEA,

FitCut completes the search quickly but shows variability in

cut numbers. For instance, in the 70-qubit HWEA scenario,

FitCut reports cut numbers ranging from 10 to 14, with 10

being the optimal number. This variability arises from the

non-deterministic nature of the community detection step,

where FitCut randomly shuffles nodes in each iteration

to maximize modularity (a local optimal). In subsequent

stages, FitCut focuses on merging communities to optimize

resource utilization under predefined constraints. Overall,

FitCut maintains reasonable and stable performance across

50 experiments under various settings.

E. Resource Utilization

FitCut employs a two-tiered objective function that op-

timizes both cutting efficiency and resource utilization. We

use a depth-based utilization metric that accounts for both

the width (number of qubits) and depth (maximum number

of gates) of the circuits executed. For a circuit with width i
and depth j being executed on a worker with m qubits, the

qubit utilization is calculated as
i
m , lasting for j depth units.

Figure 9 illustrates resource utilization in a setting with 4

quantum workers with different qubit capacities: 25 qubits

for W-1 and W-2, 20 qubits for W-3, and 15 qubits for W-4.

The Y-axis represents the qubit utilization rate, and the X-axis

shows the depth. FitCut significantly enhances qubit utiliza-

tion across all workers. For instance, on W-1, FitCut achieves

an average resource utilization rate of 0.93, compared to

only 0.24 with a Modularity-only solution, marking a 3.88x

improvement. Similar trends are observed with other work-

ers, achieving 3.79x, 2.75x, and 1.56x improvements for W-

2, W-3, and W-4, respectively. This increase is attributed

to FitCut considering each worker’s qubit capacity during

the circuit cutting and merging process, aiming to optimize

the fit of subcircuits rather than merely minimizing their

width. Overall, FitCut achieves a system-wide utilization

rate of 0.83, a 2.86x improvement over the 0.29 rate of

the Modularity-only approach. Notice that the accumulated

depth of executed circuits is not evenly distributed among

the workers. FitCut prioritizes resource utilization over depth

distribution, and W-1 and W-2 are assigned more circuits

due to their larger capacities, which reduces the number of

necessary cuts and enhances system efficiency and scalability.

However, when comparing the system-wide accumulated

depth, FitCut reduces 19.3% as it utilizes more qubits, 86,125

vs 106,705.

VI. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced FitCut, a scalable circuit

cutting and scheduling system designed for multi-node, dis-

tributed quantum systems. FitCut transforms a circuit’s DAG
representation into a gate-only weighted graph. Employing

a community-based, bottom-up approach, FitCut efficiently

cuts large circuits into smaller subcircuits tailored to the

qubit capacities of quantum workers. It also schedules these

subcircuits by maximizing the resource utilization rates of



each worker. Implemented with Qiskit and evaluated exten-

sively, FitCut demonstrates a significant reduction in cutting

time costs, achieving improvements ranging from 3 to 2000

times compared to the Qiskit CKT. Moreover, FitCut enhances

resource utilization rates by up to 3.88 times per worker

and 2.86 times across the system. These results underscore

FitCut’s effectiveness in optimizing the performance of dis-

tributed quantum computing environments.
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